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       The Vaults of Erowid : TiHKAL: The Continuation, by Alexander and Ann Shulgin The existence of Erowid.org is only possible through the support of visitors. Please become a member or make a donation today. Tryptamines i Have Known And Loved: The Chemistry Continues By Alexander and Ann Shulgin trypt-amine \ 'trip-ta-,men \ n. [tryptophan fr. tryptic, fr. trypsin, fr. Gk. tryein, to wear down (from its occurence in pancreatic juice as a proteolytic enzyme) + amine fr. NL ammonia] 1: A naturally occurring compound found in both the animal and plant kingdoms. It is an endogenous component of the human brain. 2: Any of a series of compounds containing the tryptamine skeleton, and modified by chemical constituents at appropriate positions in the molecule. COPYRIGHT NOTICE The Copyright for Part 1 of TiHKAL has been reserved in all forms and it may not be distributed. Part 2 of TiHKAL may be distributed for non-commerical reproduction provided that the introductory material, copyright notice, cautionary notice and ordering information remain http://www.erowid.org/library/books_online/tihkal/tihkal.shtml (1 èç 4) [26.12.02 19:50:57] The Vaults of Erowid : TiHKAL: The Continuation, by Alexander and Ann Shulgin attached. CAUTIONARY NOTE: READ BEFORE PROCEEDING I would like to take a moment to reiterate that at the present time restrictive laws are in force in the United States and it is very difficult for researchers to abide by the regulations which govern efforts to obtain legal approval to do work with these compounds in human beings..... No one who is lacking legal authorization should attempt the synthesis of any of the compounds described in these files, with the intent to give them to man. To do so is to risk legal action which might lead to the tragic ruination of a life. It should also be noted that any person anywhere who experiments on himself, or on another human being, with any of the drugs described herein, without being familiar with that drug's action and aware of the physical and/or mental disturbance or harm it might cause, is acting irresponsibly and immorally, whether or not he is doing so within the bounds of the law. ABOUT THIS HTML VERSION OF TiHKAL This HTML version of TiHKAL was created by Bo Lawler with the help of Erowid. The content was generously provided in electronic format by the Authors. The 2D figures were created using IsisDraw and Adobe Photoshop. Additional molecule images suitable for use with the Chime browser plug-in were created by Liquis and are used with his permission. If you have any comments on this HTML version of the text, please contact Bo. ORDERING INFORMATION The first half of TiHKAL is an excellent commentary on the Shulgin's personal experiences with tryptamines. It also contains a complete cross-index into the chemicals of the second half. Purchasing a copy is highly recommended. The book may be ordered through Transform Press, for $28.50 ($24.50 + $4 p&h). Box 13675, Berkeley, CA 94701. (510)934-4930 (voice), (510)934- 5999 (fax). California residents please add $2.02 State sales tax. INDEX TO THE TRYPTAMINES # SUBSTANCE CHEMICAL NAME http://www.erowid.org/library/books_online/tihkal/tihkal.shtml (2 èç 4) [26.12.02 19:50:57] The Vaults of Erowid : TiHKAL: The Continuation, by Alexander and Ann Shulgin 1 AL-LAD 6-Allyl-N,N-diethyl-NL 2 DBT N,N-Dibutyl-T 3 DET N,N-Diethyl-T 4 DIPT N,N-Diisopropyl-T 5 alpha,O-DMS 5-Methyoxy-alpha-methyl-T 6 DMT N,N-Dimethyl-T 7 2,alpha-DMT 2,alpha-Dimethyl-T 8 alpha,N-DMT alpha,N-Dimethyl-T 9 DPT N,N-Dipropyl-T 10 EIPT N-Ethyl-N-isopropyl-T 11 alpha-ET alpha-Ethyl-T 12 ETH-LAD 6,N,N-Triethyl-NL 13 Harmaline 3,4-Dihydro-7-methoxy-1-methyl-C 14 Harmine 7-Methyoxy-1-methyl-C 15 4-HO-DBT N,N-Dibutyl-4-hydroxy-T 16 4-HO-DET N,N-Diethyl-4-hydroxy-T 17 4-HO-DIPT N,N-Diisopropyl-4-hydroxy-T 18 4-HO-DMT N,N-Dimethyl-4-hydroxy-T 19 5-HO-DMT N,N-Dimethyl-5-hydroxy-T 20 4-HO-DPT N,N-Dipropyl-4-hydroxy-T 21 4-HO-MET N-Ethyl-4-hydroxy-N-methyl-T 22 4-HO-MIPT 4-Hydroxy-N-isopropyl-N-methyl-T 23 4-HO-MPT 4-Hydroxy-N-methyl-N-propyl-T 24 4-HO-pyr-T 4-Hydroxy-N,N-tetramethylene-T 25 Ibogaine A complexly substituted-T 26 LSD N,N-Diethyl-L 27 MBT N-Butyl-N-methyl-T 28 4,5-MDO-DIPT N,N-Diisopropyl-4,5-methylenedioxy-T 29 5,6-MDO-DIPT N,N-Diisopropyl-5,6-methylenedioxy-T 30 4,5-MDO-DMT N,N-Dimethyl-4,5-methylenedioxy-T 31 5,6-MDO-DMT N,N-Dimethyl-5,6-methylenedioxy-T 32 5,6-MDO-MIPT N-Isopropyl-N-methyl-5,6-methylenedioxy-T 33 2-Me-DET N,N-Diethyl-2-methyl-T 34 2-Me-DMT 2,N,N-Trimethyl-T 35 Melatonin N-Acetyl-5-methoxy-T 36 5-MeO-DET N,N-Diethyl-5-methoxy-T 37 5-MeO-DIPT N,N-Diisopropyl-5-methoxy-T 38 5-MeO-DMT 5-Methoxy-N,N-dimethyl-T 39 4-MeO-MIPT N-Isopropyl-4-methoxy-N-methyl-T http://www.erowid.org/library/books_online/tihkal/tihkal.shtml (3 èç 4) [26.12.02 19:50:57] The Vaults of Erowid : TiHKAL: The Continuation, by Alexander and Ann Shulgin 40 5-MeO-MIPT N-Isopropyl-5-methoxy-N-methyl-T 41 5,6-MeO-MIPT 5,6-Dimethoxy-N-isopropyl-N-methyl-T 42 5-MeO-NMT 5-Methoxy-N-methyl-T 43 5-MeO-pyr-T 5-Methoxy-N,N-tetramethylene-T 44 6-MeO-THH 6-Methoxy-1-methyl-1,2,3,4-tetrahydro-C 45 5-MeO-TMT 5-Methoxy-2,N,N-trimethyl-T 46 5-MeS-DMT N,N-Dimethyl-5-methylthio-T 47 MIPT N-Isopropyl-N-methyl-T 48 alpha-MT alpha-Methyl-T 49 NET N-Ethyl-T 50 NMT N-Methyl-T 51 PRO-LAD 6-Propyl-NL 52 pyr-T N,N-Tetramethylene-T 53 T Tryptamine 54 Tetrahydroharmine 7-Methoxy-1-methyl-1,2,3,4-tetrahydro-C 55 alpha,N,O-TMS alpha,N-Dimethyl-5-methoxy-T .. Shulgin Rating Scale HTML and Design by Bo & Erowid Used by Erowid with permission of author [Plants & Drugs] [Mind & Spirit] [Freedom & Law] [Arts & Sciences] [Library] [Search] [About] (html and design © 2002 Erowid.org. Please ask permission before publicly reproducing.) (Contents © respective copyright holders.) http://www.erowid.org/library/books_online/tihkal/tihkal.shtml (4 èç 4) [26.12.02 19:50:57] The Vaults of Erowid : About Us MEMBERSHIP & DONATIONS Join or Donate Erowid Needs Your Financial Support ● Index Erowid has been working for more than 6 years to ● Become a Member help increase the quality of available information about psychoactive plants and chemicals. In that ● Make a Donation time we have become a thriving and active site, getting more than 25,000 visitors each day. We ● Make a Monthly Pledge believe that the existence of the site is important and we continue to enjoy working on it, but we Incentives need the support of our visitors. Access to the site is free and does not require membership, but it is ● Erowid T-Shirts ($40+) through contributions from our visitors that the site is able to be maintained and developed. ● Various Books ($75+) Other Options We are currently in a very challenging time financially (Winter 2002). Whether you are a ● Tax Deductible Donations frequent visitor of Erowid or simply someone who wants to see this type of information remain freely ● Anonymous Donations available via the web...we need your support. ● International Donations MATCHING DONATION We're excited to announce that one of our donors ● Privacy Policy has recently offered up to $8,000 in matching funds to help encourage larger donations. This More Ways to Help matching grant is targeted at increasing the number of $200 or higher (Fellow level) ● Buy Books through our Library memberships. For most people, any donation of $200 or more made between December 5, 2002 ● Buy Used Books from Abe and April 1, 2003 will be fully matched, in effect Books doubling your donation. Current members who contributed more than $200 in 2002 will have any ● Buy Books through increase oer their 2002 donation matched. (see Amazon.com details). Questions? donations@erowid.org Please help us take full advantage of this offer by http://www.erowid.org/donations/donations.shtml (1 èç 2) [26.12.02 19:51:02] The Vaults of Erowid : About Us becoming a member today. Erowid P.O. Box 1116 Grass Valley, CA 95945 How You Can Help: ● Become a member (or renew!). Join at any level and receive a subscription to our print newsletter as well as receiving a membership gift at levels over $40. ● Make a donation. Help support Erowid without ever having to hear from us again. :) ● Make a pledge. We are trying to reach $1,500/mo. in recurring donations by those pledging on a monthly (or bi-monthly) basis. If you are financially capable and have the ability to help, please consider pledging $5, $10, or $100 a month (or anywhere in between). Please lend your support today and help keep Erowid thriving. We appreciate your help. thanks, fire & earth Last Modified - Mon, Dec 9, 2002 Created by Erowid [Plants & Drugs] [Mind & Spirit] [Freedom & Law] [Arts & Sciences] [Library] [Search] [About] (content and html © 2002 Erowid.org. Please ask permission before publicly reproducing.) http://www.erowid.org/donations/donations.shtml (2 èç 2) [26.12.02 19:51:02] The Vaults of Erowid : About Us Support the ongoing development of Erowid.org by becoming a member. COPYRIGHTS All information in the Vaults of Erowid is provided non-commercially for purposes of teaching, scholarship, research, and criticism under the fair use doctrine. We provide authorship information whenever possible as well as links to original material if it exists on the web. Much of the information has been written by Erowid or approved for inclusion by its author(s). If you know the author or photographer of an unlabelled writing or photo in our collection, or if we are using writings or photos of yours without permission, please let us know and we'll add credits or remove the piece as you choose. Requests for permission to use documents or images should be sent to copyrights@erowid.org. Please be sure to provide the information requested below in your email. REQUESTING PERMISSION TO USE INFORMATION ■ Identifying Who Holds the Copyright ■ Content Copyrighted by Erowid ❍ Making Personal Copies ❍ For Use in Academic Papers ❍ For Use in Fliers and Newsletters ❍ For Use in Magazines, Journals, Books ❍ Other Commercial Uses ❍ For Use on Other Web Sites ■ Images ■ Content Used by Erowid Without Specific Permission ■ Citation Format ■ Further Information on the Fair Use Doctrine ■ Free-Use License Material (FreeBSD / Apache) Following is a list of types of uses (personal, academic, non-commercial, commercial) and types of information (excerpts, full texts, images) that we are most frequently asked about. It should serve as a guideline for what qualifies as appropriate use of information found in the Vaults. If you meet the requirements, there are certain types of use which do not requre specific permission, but we request that you send us a one or two sentence email letting us know where or how you're using the information. All html, layout and design for documents found at Erowid are copyright the Vaults of Erowid unless otherwise specified. Please don't copy large portions of Erowid onto your own site...It's not that much to ask :) IDENTIFYING WHO HOLDS THE COPYRIGHT The writings and images found at Erowid fall into two categories: those written by Erowid (or used by Erowid with permission of the author), and those used under the fair use doctine without specific permission of the author. You can generally tell whether we hold copyright permission for an article by looking at the author information under the title and also in the bottom right corner of the page you're interested in. It should identify whether the file was created by Erowid and/or whether it is used with or without the permission of the author. If you can't determine which category a piece fits http://www.erowid.org/general/about/about_copyrights.shtml (1 èç 4) [26.12.02 19:51:09] The Vaults of Erowid : About Us into, send us a quick message and we'll try to help you out. CONTENT COPYRIGHTED BY EROWID If the top of the page or the bottom right corner of the page says "used with permission", or "by Erowid", then Erowid holds the copyright on, or has received permission to publish the document from the author. If Erowid holds the copyright on the page or information you are interested in, then the following guidelines should help. Personal copies (Single instance, non-commercial) ❍ Feel free to print copies of pages at Erowid on paper for personal reference. We might suggest writing "Erowid.org" on them (or simply retaining the headers) so you and others can tell where they came from. Academic Papers (Single instance or low distribution, non-commercial) ❍ Quotes, excerpts, or partial texts - May be used as long as they are cited in a footnote or bibliography entry with full credit given to the author as well as to Erowid. (See sample citation formats) ❍ Images & Charts - May be used in papers as long as the identifying footer of the image remains intact. Ideally images would also be given an entry in the credits, bibliography, or footnotes of a paper. ❍ Full texts - Please request permission by email. Specify the url of each text you are interested in and give a description of the publication you are interested in using it in. Professional Lectures or Presentations (No physical distribution, non- commercial) ❍ Quotes, excerpts, or partial texts - Credit should be given, in the presentation, both to the author as well as to Erowid. (See sample citation formats) ❍ Images & Charts - May be used in visual presentations as long as either the identifying footer of the image remains intact or the photographer/author and Erowid.org are credited visually . If credits for the presentation are also being included elsewhere (for instance at the end of the presentation, or in print), Erowid should be included. ❍ Full texts - Please request permission by email. Specify the url of each text you are interested in and give a description of the publication you are interested in using it in. Fliers & Newsletters (multi-instance, non-commercial) ❍ Quotes, excerpts, or partial texts - Should be cited in a footnote or bibliography entry with full credit given to the author as well as to Erowid. (See sample citation formats) ❍ Images & Charts - Please request permission by email. Specify the url of each image you are interested in, give a description of the publication where it would be used, and include an estimate of how many copies will be distributed. ❍ Full texts - Please request permission by email. Specify the url of each text you are interested in give a description of the publication where it would be used, and include an estimate of how many copies will be distributed. Magazines, Journals, Books (multi-instance, commercial, anything charged for) ❍ Please request permission by email for all commercial uses of any articles, documents, or images at Erowid. Specify the url of each piece you are interested in and give a description of the publication you are interested in using it in. Other Commercial Projects (anything commercial) ❍ There are many types of projects which do not fit within the above definitions, but which are commercial. In general, any project which charges money for the resulting publication or presentation is considered commercial. Likewise, projects which have a budget, are paying for content, or are paying individuals to work on the project may also be subject to a use fee. If the http://www.erowid.org/general/about/about_copyrights.shtml (2 èç 4) [26.12.02 19:51:09] The Vaults of Erowid : About Us project you are working on could be considered commercial, please request permission by email. Specify the url of each piece you are interested in and give a description of how the documents or images would be used. Web Sites (multi-instance, uncontrolled) ❍ Quotes, excerpts, or partial texts - Should have a text comment on the page where the information appears, noting the author and Erowid as the source and linking it to the original url at Erowid. ❍ Images - Please request permission by email. Specify the url of each image you are interested in and the url and description of the site you'd like to use it on. ❍ Full Texts - Please request permission by email. Specify the url of each text you are interested in and give a description of the site you are interested in using it on. IMAGES If you are interested in using images which appear in our Image Vaults, the first thing to do is determine who holds the copyright. Many images are specifically labelled in the index as to who is the photographer and who holds the copyright. If there is a link to the original source, please contact the photographer rather than us. If the image is from a book, we cannot give you permission to use it as we do not hold the copyright. If the image is labelled "copyright Erowid", or does not give copyright information, send us an email specifying the URL of the image you're interested in using as well a description of how you would be using the image, and we'll let you know whether or not you can use it. CONTENT USED BY EROWID WITHOUT PERMISSION You can usually tell whether we hold copyright permission for an article by looking in the bottom right corner of the page...it should say "used by Erowid with (or without) permission of the author". Writings such as journal, magazine, and newspaper articles are generally used by us under the fair use doctrine without specific permission of the authors. If the page you are interested in says "used without permission", we can not give you permission to use it. CITATION FORMAT The date you choose for the citation can either be the date of the publication of the article, if one is listed clearly, or the date on which you viewed the article online. Including both Published and Viewed dates can better describe the version of the document which you are citing, as web documents can move and change over time. Articles & Information by Erowid: "Article or Page Title." The Vaults of Erowid. http://www.erowid.org/article_url.shtml. 2002. Articles archived at Erowid: Anderson, John. "Article Title." The Vaults of Erowid. http://www.erowid.org/. 2002. Images archived at Erowid where artist/photographer is listed: Lastname, Firstname. Brief description of image. The Vaults of Erowid. http://www.erowid.org/url_where_image_appears.shtml. Published Jan 2001. Viewed Oct 22, 2002. Images archived at Erowid where artist/photographer is Erowid: Erowid. Brief description of image. The Vaults of Erowid. http://www.erowid.org/url_where_image_appears.shtml. Published Jan, 2001. Viewed Oct 22, 2002. Images archived at Erowid where artist/photographer is anonymous or not listed: Anonymous. Brief description of image. The Vaults of Erowid. http://www.erowid.org/url_where_image_appears.shtml. Published Jan 2001. Viewed Oct 22, 2002. http://www.erowid.org/general/about/about_copyrights.shtml (3 èç 4) [26.12.02 19:51:09] The Vaults of Erowid : About Us [Plants & Drugs] [Mind & Spirit] [Freedom & Law] [Arts & Sciences] [Library] [Search] [About] (content and html © 2002 Erowid.org. Please ask permission before publicly reproducing.) http://www.erowid.org/general/about/about_copyrights.shtml (4 èç 4) [26.12.02 19:51:09] Erowid Library Support the ongoing development of Erowid.org by becoming a member. ● Title Index ● Subject Index ● Title Index ● Title Index ● Author Index ● Artist Index ● Subject Index Search Full Library [Plants & Drugs] [Mind & Spirit] [Freedom & Law] [Arts & Sciences] [Library] [Search] [About] (html and design © 2002 Erowid.org. Please ask permission before publicly reproducing.) (Contents © respective copyright holders.) http://www.erowid.org/library/library.shtml [26.12.02 19:51:13] The Vaults of Erowid : About Us Support the ongoing development of Erowid.org by becoming a member. ABOUT EROWID Erowid.org is an online library of information about psychoactive plants and chemicals and related topics. The information on the site is a compilation of the experiences, words, and efforts of hundreds of individuals including users, parents, health professionals, doctors, therapists, chemists, researchers, teachers, and lawyers. Erowid acts as a publisher of new information as well as a library for the collection of documents published elsewhere. The information found on the site spans the spectrum from solid peer reviewed research to fanciful creative writing. The library contains over 16,000 documents related to psychoactives including images, research summaries & abstracts, media articles, experience reports, information on chemistry, dosage, effects, law, health, traditional & spiritual use, and drug testing. Nearly 25,000 people visit the site each day, making more than 2.8 million unique visitors in the past year. Erowid itself is a small non-commercial organization that has operated for more than 6 years in the controversial and politically challenging niche of trying to provide accurate, specific, and responsible information about how psychoactives are used in the United States and around the world. We are committed to protecting the privacy of contributors and reporting on the topic non-judgementally. Although our primary focus is on the web site, we also provide research and data for other harm reduction, health, and educational organizations. Although the risks and problems are widely discussed, it's also clear that psychoactive plants and chemicals have played a positive role in many people's lives. As our culture struggles with integrating the increasing variety and availability of these substances into its political and social structures, new educational models are clearly needed. Erowid is founded on the belief that a healthy relationship with psychoactives is one grounded in balance, where use is part of an active, intellectual, physical, and spiritual life. [Plants & Drugs] [Mind & Spirit] [Freedom & Law] [Arts & Sciences] [Library] [Search] [About] (content and html © 2002 Erowid.org. Please ask permission before publicly reproducing.) http://www.erowid.org/general/about/about.shtml [26.12.02 19:51:14] The Vaults of Erowid : Search Support the ongoing development of Erowid.org by becoming a member. Search the Vaults of Erowid Meta Crawler Yahoo Match: All Restrict: Full Site Response Format: Long HotBot Alta-Vista Search: Search Excite Infoseek Lycos ❍ Enter keywords separated by spaces. Web Crawler ❍ Our search engine does not support phrase searching, use the google search Starting Point below for phrases. If you do use our engine for phrases, match for "All". Northern Lights ❍ When using a "Boolean" search, separate all terms by "AND", "OR", or "NOT". Dog Pile Deja News Law Crawler ixQuick (Meta & News) Phrase & Alternate Searching Sci-R-Us Scientific For phrase searching, enclose the phrase you're looking for in double quotes [i.e. "jane & Technical Search smith"] and use the Google search below. Engine Babelfish Translations Search with Google MetaSpy People Search Last Modified - Thu, May 2, 2002 Created by Erowid [Plants & Drugs] [Mind & Spirit] [Freedom & Law] [Arts & Sciences] [Library] [Search] [About] (content and html © 2002 Erowid.org. Please ask permission before publicly reproducing.) http://www.erowid.org/search.shtml [26.12.02 19:51:17] Erowid Culture Vaults Support the ongoing development of Erowid.org by becoming a member. The Visionary Art Vaults Main Vault, Emerging Artists , Submissions The Character Vaults Information and Images about more than 50 influential or inspiriational individuals in the fields of literature, psychedelics and spirituality Burning Man Vaults Photos from 5 years at Burningman (1995-1999) RADIO / AUDIO The Trip Receptacles Work like you don't need the money. Mindspace Radio Love like you've never been hurt. Dance like nobody's watching. GENERAL Hippies MORE ART Tie Dyes THE LOUVRE ONLINE The Louvre Collections INTENTIONAL COMMUNITIES Christiania (Denmark) The Farm http://www.erowid.org/culture/culture.shtml (1 èç 4) [26.12.02 19:51:20] Erowid Culture Vaults Twin Oaks DANCE The Dance Vaults FOOD Vegetarians : Where do you get your protein? Best Chocolate Cake Recipe GEOGRAPHY NASA Satellite Tracker World Maps HISTORY The History Channel Internet Medieval Sourcebook The Ancient World Web : The Ultimate Index of All Things Ancient The Seven Wonders of the Ancient World Exploring Ancient World Cultures LITERATURE The Internet Classics Archive Herodotus - The Histories (Anotated verses) ARTICLES & WRITINGS The Galactic Harmonic Primer, by James Kent Ripping the Net, by Scotto Moore Resonant Frequencies and the Human Brain, by Ron Turmel Neuroinversion: Meditations on Externalizing the Mind, by Gordon Hogenson Engineering A Visionary Race News Resources California Media Contact Information ANIMALS Hummingbird Nectar Recipe MYTHOLOGY Myths and Legends Encyclopedia Mythica http://www.erowid.org/culture/culture.shtml (2 èç 4) [26.12.02 19:51:20] Erowid Culture Vaults Tales of Traditional Wisdom Folklore and Mythology Of Gods and Men General Folklore and Mythology Mythology in Western Art Creation Myths Newsgroup : alt.mythology The Meridian Handbook of Classical Mythology PHILOSOPHY Bjorn's Guide to Philosophy - Excellent! Hyperborea - The Alchemical Garden at the Edge of Time Occult Genetic Code, by Steve Krakowski POETRY The Collected Works of William Shakespeare ee cummings MUSIC NarcoCorrido - Music About Mexican Drug Bandits SCIENCE & MEDICINE General Science & Medicine Links Alternative Health TECH CULTURE Virtual Neuronal Networks, by Jason Keehn An Interview with Francis Jeffrey, from TRP I like nonsense, it wakes up the brain cells. Fantasy is a necessary ingredient in living, its a way of looking at life through the wrong end of a telescope. Which is what I do, and that enables you to laugh at life's realities. -Dr. Seuss Last Modified - Tue, May 14, 2002 Created by Erowid http://www.erowid.org/culture/culture.shtml (3 èç 4) [26.12.02 19:51:20] Erowid Culture Vaults [Plants & Drugs] [Mind & Spirit] [Freedom & Law] [Arts & Sciences] [Library] [Search] [About] (content and html © 2002 Erowid.org. Please ask permission before publicly reproducing.) http://www.erowid.org/culture/culture.shtml (4 èç 4) [26.12.02 19:51:20] Erowid Freedom Vault Become a Fellow Level Member ($200 or higher) and your donation will be matched dollar for dollar! Politics, Freedom & The Law LEGAL ISSUES Religious Freedom Search for: search Police Interactions Jury Nullification Entheogen Law Civil Forfeiture By far the most numerous and most flagrant violations of personal liberty and individual rights are performed by GOVERNMENT (STATE) governments ... The major crimes throughout history, Index to State Government the ones executed on the largest scale, have been committed not by individuals or bands of individuals but by governments, Pages as a deliberate policy of those governments ...that is, by the official Index to State Laws & Statutes representatives of governments, acting in their official capacity. - - John Hospers Index to State Drug Laws GOVERNMENT (U.S.) White House Government is an evil; it is only the thoughtlessness and The United States Senate vices of men that make it a necessary evil. When all The House of Representatives men are good and wise, government will of itself decay. DEA - Drug Enforcement - - Percy Bysshe Shelley (1776) Administration CIA - Central Intelligence Agency FCC - Federal Communications Let justice be done, though the world perish. Commission --- Ferdinand I - Motto adopted in 1530s FDA - U.S. Food and Drug Administraion GAO - U.S. General Accounting Office DOC - Department of Commerce The law was made for one thing alone, NSA - National Security Agency for the exploitation of those who don't understand it, http://www.erowid.org/freedom/freedom.shtml (1 èç 4) [26.12.02 19:51:23] Erowid Freedom Vault ATF - Bureau of Alcohol, or are prevented by naked misery from obeying it. Tobacco and Firearms --- Bertolt Brecht - The Threepenny Opera U.S. Patent & Trademark Office U.S. Copyright Office U.S. Census Bureau US Superintendant of We can have justice whenever those who have not been injured Documents by injustice are as outraged by it as those who have been. - - Solon (594 B.C.) GOVERNMENT (WORLD) Canadian Law GOVERNMENT To assert in any case that a man must be absolutely cut off from society because he is absolutely evil (INTERNATIONAL) amounts to saying that society is absolutely good, United Nations Crime and and no-one in his right mind will believe this today. Justice Information Network --- Albert Camus (1913-1960) United Nations Online Crime and Justice Clearinghouse Squeeze human nature into the straitjacket of criminal justice and crime will appear. JUSTICE SYSTEM --- Karl Kraus (1908) SUPREME COURT DECISIONS 4th Amendment Supreme Court Decisions Oyez - Supreme Court Database Bureau of Justice Statistics Federal Courts Finder Federal Judiciary U.S. Sentencing Commission LEGAL RESOURCES Search the U.S. Code U.S. Code at Cornell University Gov't Printing Office - Code of Federal Regulations House of Representatives - Internet Law Library Constitution Declaration of Independence Thomas Legislative Information http://www.erowid.org/freedom/freedom.shtml (2 èç 4) [26.12.02 19:51:23] Erowid Freedom Vault FindLaw - Internet Legal Resource Will T Bill - Searchable bills and resolutions Cyberspace Law Center Lawguru.com - Legal Questions, Answers and Research Legal Information Institute Justice Information Center Electronic Privacy Information Center The WWW Virtual Library : Law The Seamless Website - law and legal resources IBM Patent Server - Search 25 years of patents ORGANIZATIONS ACLU Amnesty International Greenpeace FEAR - Forfeiture Endangers American Rights Libertarian Party PRIVACY & SPEECH RIGHTS ORGs Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) Electronic Privacy Information Center (EPIC) American Civil Libterties Union (ACLU) First Amendment & Publishing Notes ChillingEffects.org 1st Amendment Copyright Site - Great DRUG LAW Drug Laws Drug Policy Links http://www.erowid.org/freedom/freedom.shtml (3 èç 4) [26.12.02 19:51:23] Erowid Freedom Vault Drugs and Crime CRIMINAL JUSTICE Criminal Law Links Criminal Justice Resources PRISON LAW Prison Legal News Prison Related Resources Prisons and Prison Law OTHER LINKS Gatewood Galbraith's Page Turn Left...the Home of Liberalism As nightfall does not come at once, neither does oppression. In both instances, there's a twilight where everything remains seemingly unchanged, and it is in such twilight that we must be aware of change in the air, however slight, lest we become unwitting victims of the darkness. - - Supreme Court Justice William O. Douglas - - More Quotes Last Modified - Tue, May 14, 2002 Created by Erowid [ Back to Freedom & Law ] [Plants & Drugs] [Mind & Spirit] [Freedom & Law] [Arts & Sciences] [Library] [Search] [About] (content and html © 2002 Erowid.org. Please ask permission before publicly reproducing.) http://www.erowid.org/freedom/freedom.shtml (4 èç 4) [26.12.02 19:51:23] The Erowid Spirit Vaults Become a Fellow Level Member ($200 or higher) and your donation will be matched dollar for dollar! Spiritual Traditions & Religions Religious Freedom Spiritual Use of Entheogens TECHNIQUES & METHODS Dance Dreaming Drumming Entheogens Fasting To truly find God, truth Martial Arts I want to know God's needs to be found Meditation thoughts... all the rest are independently from the details. opinions of others. The Prayer --Albert Einstein truth has to be found in Yoga our hearts. --A.H.Almaas SPIRITUAL TEXTS Sacred-Texts.com - Large Collection The Bible Dhammapada http://www.erowid.org/spirit/spirit.shtml (1 èç 3) [26.12.02 19:51:25] The Erowid Spirit Vaults The Dead Sea Scrolls The Qurán (Koran) The Tao Te Ching Bhagavad-Gita Multi-media Bhagavad-Gita Book of Mormon Index to the Talmud The Urantia Book CONSCIOUSNESS The One Behind the Many : Consciousness in the Universe METAPROGRAMMING Get With the Metaprogram, by James Kent Mind Machines ARTICLES & WRITINGS Is God A State of Mind? by Laurie Barclay, WebMD Verification of Mystical Experience, by Ian Goddard SPIRITUAL EXPERIENCES The Archives of Scientists' Transcendent Experiences (TASTE) The Council on Spiritual Practices BOOKS ON RELIGION & SPIRITUALITY Forgotten Truth: The Common Vision of the World's Religions, Huston Smith For the Love of God: New Writings by Spiritual and Psychological Leaders Entheogens and the Future of Religion, Robert Forte (editor) In the Footsteps of Gandhi, Catherine Ingram A Path With Heart : Jack Kornfield World's Religions, Huston Smith World Scripture - (Online) SPIRITUALITY & RELIGION LINKS http://www.erowid.org/spirit/spirit.shtml (2 èç 3) [26.12.02 19:51:25] The Erowid Spirit Vaults Spirit Web The Alchemy Virtual Library Changes Comparative Religion Esoteric Spirituality Links Ethics Updates Mystical Web Sites on Religion Spirit Guide Spiritual Resources Spiritualism Sumeria - Virtual Library (Body, Mind & Spirit) Search Last Modified - Tue, May 14, 2002 Created by Erowid [Plants & Drugs] [Mind & Spirit] [Freedom & Law] [Arts & Sciences] [Library] [Search] [About] (content and html © 2002 Erowid.org. Please ask permission before publicly reproducing.) http://www.erowid.org/spirit/spirit.shtml (3 èç 3) [26.12.02 19:51:25] Erowid Psychoactive Vaults ABSINTHE ALCOHOL AMANITAS AYAHUASCA CACTI CAFFEINE CANNABIS COCAINE DATURA DMT DPT DXM GHB HEROIN IBOGAINE INHALANTS KAVA KETAMINE MDMA MORNING LSD MAOIs MESCALINE METH (ECSTASY) GLORY MUSHROOMS NITROUS NUTMEG OPIATES PEYOTE SALVIA TOBACCO 2C - B 2C-T-7 4-ACETOXY-DiPT 5-MeO-DiPT 5-MeO-DMT Common Psychoactives Chemicals Plants Pharmaceuticals Herbs Smart Drugs Make a Donation and help support the Erowid Project today and Join our Announcement List enter email address Join ! Basics Chemistry Dosage , Effects , FAQs , History , Slang . . . By Substance , Structures , Chem-Compare . . . Images Drug Testing Plants , Chemicals , Pharmaceuticals , Herbs , Arts Basics , Products , Info by Substance . . . Experiences Health & Statistics Over 3200 reports and 125 substances , Health , Addiction , LD50s , Statistics New Reports , Substance List Spiritual & Cultural Use Law & Policy Spiritual Use , Cultural Use , Medicinal Use , Laws by Substance , Federal & State Laws , Families & Psychoactives , Entheogens , Humor . Prohibition Sites , Prohibition , Policy & Reform . . . .. http://www.erowid.org/psychoactives/psychoactives.shtml (1 èç 2) [26.12.02 19:51:29] Erowid Psychoactive Vaults Library Community Bookstore , Online Books, TiHKAL, PiHKAL, Psychoactives Sites , Vendors , Reciprocal Links Periodicals - Journal , Magazine , News & Media , Hyperreal Archive , Web Rings , Languages , Calendar Events , Conference Reports Search About Erowid Arts & Sciences What's New , Donations / Memberships , Psychedelic Art , Character Vaults , Burning Man Guestbook , Disclaimer , © 1995-2001 , Science , Health & Medicine , Maps , News General Announcements , Submissions , Ask Erowid , Mind & Spirit Erowid Big Chart , Portal Page Traditions , Meditation , Yoga , Fasting , Dance , Dreaming , Prayer Library Title Index , Author Index , Subject Index , Freedom & Law Periodicals , Videos , Quotes , Glossary Freedom of Religion , Jury Nullification , State Gov't , State Laws, Talking to Police Erowid has over 16,000 pages of information and receives an average of 300,000 page hits per day from 22,000 visitors viewing 14 pages each. [Plants & Drugs] [Mind & Spirit] [Freedom & Law] [Arts & Sciences] [Library] [Search] [About] (content and html © the Vaults of Erowid. Please ask permission before publicly reproducing.) http://www.erowid.org/psychoactives/psychoactives.shtml (2 èç 2) [26.12.02 19:51:29] The Vaults of Erowid http://www.erowid.org/index.shtml [26.12.02 19:51:33] MDL Information Systems - scientific software and databases for the life sciences and chemistry MDL is the pioneering leader in discovery informatics LabAutomation 2003 for the life sciences. We are an international February 2-4 business headquartered in San Leandro, CA with InfoTechPharma 2003 offices worldwide. MDL is a wholly owned subsidiary February 10-13 of Elsevier Science, Inc. We power the process of invention. Over 1,000 life science companies supercharge their discovery MDL and Current Drugs collaborate engines with MDL software solutions to generate to index Investigational Drugs fresh ideas and make breakthrough discoveries. Database (IDdb) into DiscoveryGate By synchronizing and streamlining the sharing and MDL supports Oracle® Information management of vital information and knowledge, we Architecture for Life Sciences enable scientists to work more efficiently and invent drugs faster. This saves time, money, and lives. MDL embeds Oracle9i Application Server technology in MDL Discovery Product Finder: Framework Select a product or database Download No-fee Software! MDL LitLink Direct offers online access to scientific literature Special offer for academic institutions in North America. About MDL | Support | Newsmagazine | Products | Services | Jobs http://www.mdli.com/ (1 èç 2) [26.12.02 19:51:52] MDL Information Systems - scientific software and databases for the life sciences and chemistry Other sites in the Elsevier Science family: MDL GmbH | Elsevier Science | ScienceDirect | ChemWeb.com | OHS Terms of Use © Copyright 2002 MDL Information Systems, Inc. All rights reserved. Please send comments or questions about this site to webmaster@mdl.com. http://www.mdli.com/ (2 èç 2) [26.12.02 19:51:52] Erowid Online Texts : TiHKAL #1 AL-LAD #1. AL-LAD 6-NORLYSERGIC ACID, 6-ALLYL-N,N-DIETHYLAMIDE; 6-NORLYSERGAMIDE, 6-ALLYL- N,N-DIETHYL; N,N-DIETHYLNORLYSERGAMIDE, 6-ALLYL; N-(6)-ALLYLNORLYSERGIC ACID, N,N-DIETHYLAMIDE; 9,10-DIDEHYDRO-6-ALLYL-N,N-DIETHYLERGOLINE-8b- CARBOXAMIDE SYNTHESIS: To a solution of 66 mg nor-LSD (see under ETH-LAD for its preparation) in 2 mL freshly distilled DMF under a nitrogen atmosphere, there was added 48 mg anhydrous K2CO3 and 30 mg allyl bromide. When TLC analysis indicated that the nor-LSD had been consumed (30 min) all volatiles were removed under a hard vacuum. The residue was solubilized in CHCl3 (5x5 mL) and the pooled extracts dried over anhydrous Na2SO4 which was remove by filtration. The filtrate removed under vacuum leving a residual white solid. This was separated into two components by centrifugal chromatography (alumina, CH2Cl2, nitrogen and ammonia atmosphere), the first of which was the major product. After removal of the solvent, this was dissolved in hot benzene, filtered and cooled. The addition of hexane prompted crystallization of AL-LAD (N- allyl-nor-LSD) as a white crystalline product weighing 66 [3D .mol structure] mg, yield 88%. It had a mp of 88-90°C and an [a]D + 41.8 (c 0.44, EtOH). DOSAGE : 80 - 160 micrograms DURATION : 6 - 8 h. QUALITATIVE COMMENTS : (with 50 µg) "I am aware in twenty minutes, and am into a stoned place, not too LSD like, in another hour. I would very much like to push higher, but that is not in the cards today and I must acknowledge recovery by hour eight." http://www.erowid.org/library/books_online/tihkal/tihkal01.shtml (1 èç 3) [26.12.02 19:51:56] Erowid Online Texts : TiHKAL #1 AL-LAD (with 80 µg) "I had a mild effect, although the doors to my repressed feelings somehow really become opened up. There was nothing transcendental here, but there were moments where I felt a conscious separation from the world about me. None of the profound meanings that I had hoped to have explained were explained." (with 150 µg) "I felt it in less than a quarter hour, and was shooting up past a +++ in another quarter hour. Fast. Just like LSD but without the vaguely sinister push. A little time slowing, randy, no body disturbance. Dropping at six hours and totally tired and going to sleep at twelve hours. I will repeat." (with 150 µg) "Simply beautiful. Erotic and music absorption after second hour. Clear thinking with superb imagery and good interpretation. Easy, gentle sleeping. Next day -- serene, clear- thinking peacefulness. One of the best materials ever." (with 160 µg) "I took 160 ug at 11 AM on an empty stomach and lay down to listen to a hypnotic relaxing tape, with eye shades and headphones. The onset was very gradual over two or three hours. There was some visual distortion similar to LSD, but mild. I decided that this was about as intense as it was going to get, so I lay down in the living room with the others. The experience continued to intensify over the next hour in intermittent waves. I had to verify that I was actually in a physical room rather than in the music I was hearing. There was never any fear or panic, but I chose to retreat to a private place for the next couple of hours. Soon I started to feel worse and I tried to gain some insight and relief from my negative attitude. I prayed, and I cried, and I began to feel calmer and had more positive thoughts as to how to deal with the others, but I was still afraid to go out into the group. I was afraid that my hopelessness would bother them but I eventually went back out at about the five hour point and the rest of the day was spent pleasantly and smoothly. I took 2.5 g of L-tryptophan to sleep, and I slept well, waking twice." (with 160 µg) "I pretreated myself with 40 milligrams of inderal 40 minutes beforehand, took the AL-LAD, and went to bed with eye-shades and ear-phones. There was a very slow onset. The effects were best described as very short bursts of loss of contact with my body, which became increasingly intense and frequent as things progressed. It became really trippy, like acid. There were no visuals with my eyes closed, but when I removed my eye-shades the floors were melting, and the wall patterns and the wood ceiling really flowed. My body felt very blob-like, and I had to get help from my sitter to get up so I could pee. I was very affected by music. There was a very long down-ramp, with physical excitation appearing to linger longer than psychic excitation. Pretty much out of it by 12 hours and I felt well the next day." (with 200 µg) "This was taken on the tail end (seventh hour) of an MDMA experience. I felt it quickly, but it never got to a super level. Complicated erotic, good talking, looked pretty stoned, and yet I still had cognitive integrity." http://www.erowid.org/library/books_online/tihkal/tihkal01.shtml (2 èç 3) [26.12.02 19:51:56] Erowid Online Texts : TiHKAL #1 AL-LAD EXTENSIONS AND COMMENTARY: This is one of the several very potent compounds in a large series of 5-alkylated analogues of nor-LSD. Most of them proved to be less potent than LSD, and considerably less dramatic. The Inderal mentioned in one of the comments is a trade name for propranolol, an antihypertensive that reduces nervousness. A comment is appropriate concerning the use of the prefix "nor," as in the name of this material N-allyl-nor-LSD and of its immediate precursor, nor-LSD. Its exact meaning is that there is an alkylated nitrogen atom somewhere that has lost an alkyl group. The original term is from the German phrase "N-ohne-Radical" meaning N (the nitrogen) without the radical (meaning the alkyl group). The removing of the N-methyl group of LSD to form the N-H counterpart is a text book example of this usage. Unfortunately its use has slopped over to embrace the removal of an alkyl group from a heteroatom of any sort. Recently I learned of a metabolite of ibogaine that has lost a methyl group from the indolic oxygen atom (a methoxy has become a hydroxy) and the compound was called noribogaine. The correct term, to retain the use of the parent ibogaine word in its name, would have been desmethyl ibogaine. The removal of something is usually indicated with a "de-" or a "des" prefix ahead of the item that has been lost, as in deoxy (or desoxy) ribonucleic acid, DNA, which is ribonucleic acid (RNA) missing an oxygen atom. [ Back] [Main Index] [Forward ] HTML and Design by Bo & Erowid Used by Erowid with permission of author [Plants & Drugs] [Mind & Spirit] [Freedom & Law] [Arts & Sciences] [Library] [Search] [About] http://www.erowid.org/library/books_online/tihkal/tihkal01.shtml (3 èç 3) [26.12.02 19:51:56] Erowid Online Texts : TiHKAL #2 DBT #2. DBT TRYPTAMINE, N,N-DIBUTYL; INDOLE, 3-[2-(DIBUTYLAMINO)ETHYL]; N,N- DIBUTYLTRYPTAMINE; 3-[2-(DIBUTYLAMINO)ETHYL]INDOLE SYNTHESIS: To a well stirred solution of 10 g indole in 150 mL anhydrous Et2O there was added, dropwise over the course of 30 min, a solution of 11 g oxalyl chloride in 150 mL anhydrous Et2O. Stirring was continued for an additional 15 min during which time there was the separation of indol-3- ylglyoxyl chloride. This intermediate was removed by filtration as used directly in the following step. The above indol-3- ylglyoxyl chloride was added, portionwise, to 20 mL stirred anhydrous dibutylamine. There was then added an excess of 2N HCl, the mixture cooled, and the resulting solids removed by filtration. These were recrystallized from aqueous EtOH to give, after air drying, 19.7 g (77%) indol-3-yl N,N- dibutylglyoxylamide with a mp 131-132°C. A solution of 19 g indol-3-yl N,N-dibutylglyoxylamide in 350 [3D .mol Image] mL anhydrous dioxane was added, slowly, to 19 g LAH in 350 mL dioxane which was well stirred and held at reflux temperature under an inert atmosphere. After the addition was complete, refluxing was maintained for an additional 16 h, the reaction mixture cooled, and the excess hydride destroyed by the cautious addition of wet dioxane. The formed solids were removed by filtration, washed with hot dioxane, the filtrate and washings combined, dried over anhydrous MgSO4, and the solvent removed under vacuum. The residue was dissolved in anhydrous Et2O and saturated with anhydrous hydrogen chloride. The solids that formed were recrystallized from benzene/methanol to give 12.6 g (64%) of N,N- dibutyltryptamine hydrochloride (DBT) with a mp of 186-188 °C. EXTENSIONS AND COMMENTARY : The earliest reports that mention any human responses to DBT suggested that with an i.m. injection of 1 mg/Kg there was less effect than with DMT or DET. This report was discussed in the commentary on DMT, and it was stated that the dihexyl- homologue (DHT) was without any activity at all. The monohexyl homologue (NHT, see below) has been described as being, "inactive in a few patients," but has not been systematically http://www.erowid.org/library/books_online/tihkal/tihkal02.shtml (1 èç 4) [26.12.02 19:51:58] Erowid Online Texts : TiHKAL #2 DBT studied. What kinds of homologues of DMT can exist out there on that tryptamine nitrogen? Methyls, ethyls, propyls, butyls? These are already part of this story, known as DMT, DET, DPT and DBT. The di-iso-butyl analogue of DBT may best be called DIBT and it comes from indo-3-yl- N,N-di-(i)-butylglyoxylamide and LAH in a manner parallel to the DBT procedure given above. The HCl salt has a mp of 202-204 °C. The pairs of alkyl groups can go on and on forever, but the activity seems to drop off as they get longer. How about a pair of 5-carbon chains? Diamyltryptamine? DAT? I certainly can't use the alternate name dipentyltryptamine, as that would be in conflict with DPT which has already established a prior claim for use with dipropyltryptamine. And there is still some possible ambiguity in that there is one mention in the literature that N,N-diallyltryptamine is active, but neither dosage nor route was mentioned. Maybe it should be DALT. For carbon chains that are 7-carbons long, there can only be DST for diseptyltryptamine. The synonymous diheptyltryptamine would require DHT, and this has already been usurped by the 6-carbon job, dihexyltryptamine. And as to trying to name anything higher, such as the N,N-dioctyltryptamine, forget it. The code would have to be, following all this logic, DOT. That term, at least its use as a code for a psychedelic drug, is already assigned to ALEPH in the phenethylamine series. There it stood for DesOxyThio, the DOM analog with a sulfur atom put in the place of an oxygen atom at a critical substitution position. So that pretty much cools any efforts to get ever longer chains on that nitrogen atom. They simply cannot be named. After all, there are only 26 to the third power combinations of the letters of the alphabet, around 17,000 possible three letter codes. I remember a statistical challenge from many years ago, sort of an intellectual's party game. How many people would you need to invite to your party to guarantee that there would be a 50:50 chance that two of your guests had the same birthday. Not any specific day; just the same day. My gut instinct was to say maybe half as many people as there were days in the year. Something over a hundred? But the answer was more like 25 or so. So, how many drugs with three lettered codes would you have to create, to have a 50:50 chance of having two with the same code? I have totally lost the technique for making the calculations, but I'll bet it might be less than a thousand. This particular difficulty may well soon arise, as we are already into the hundreds. One final thought. The group one longer than the octyl (8) is the nonyl (9) chain. And if one could create a meaning for a tertiary nonyl group, it would produce TNT as an abbreviation, and nothing much would dare ever go wrong with it. But the DNA-like triplet code has other complications. What happens when there is just one substituent group on the tryptamine nitrogen atom? Mono-this and mono-that. Monomethyltryptamine has occasionally been called MMT but that might be seen as standing for two methyl groups. In this one case the compound with two methyl groups, DMT, already has a well established identity. But, as was discussed under N-ethyltryptamine, it is safer to reserve the two letters of a three letter code in front of the "T" for the two alkyl groups, when they are different. N-methyltryptamine (monomethyltryptamine) then becomes NMT and dimethyltryptamine stays as DMT. N,N- as a prefix is assumed and is simply left out. MMT http://www.erowid.org/library/books_online/tihkal/tihkal02.shtml (2 èç 4) [26.12.02 19:51:58] Erowid Online Texts : TiHKAL #2 DBT looks like methyl-methyl tryptamine (which is already called DMT). For consistency, abandon the modest literature convention and use NMT. And the potential conflict between S for secondary and S for septyl is easily resolved by simply not making compounds with any alkyl substituents that are longer than six carbons. Let me make a table to help unravel the codes used for variously substituted tryptamines. First, there can be things that are never considered in alphabetizing, things that are locators of groups, and they always come first in any code. And, the numbers preceed the Greek letters, which preceed the atom symbols, all separated by commas. As examples: 1 a N 2 b O 3 g S 4 d 5 o 6 Then comes the name of the compound itself containing, as a rule, either three of four letters. The first letter either tells the number of the groups present, or it can be the first of these groups. As to number: N is for nitrogen to which a single group is attached - indicates mono- substitution D is for di-substitution T is for tri-substitution As to group names: aliphatic alkyl groups groups with hetero-atoms M is for methyl HO is for hydroxy E is for ethyl MeO is for methoxy P is for propyl MeS is for methylthio IP is for isopropyl MDO is for methylenedioxy B is for butyl IB is for isobutyl SB is for sec-butyl TB is for tert-butyl A is for amyl AL is for allyl H is for hexyl http://www.erowid.org/library/books_online/tihkal/tihkal02.shtml (3 èç 4) [26.12.02 19:51:58] Erowid Online Texts : TiHKAL #2 DBT And the last letter defines the class: T is for tryptamine C is for carboline S is for serotonin In this way, a monster such as 5,a,N-TTBT becomes, quite obviously, a tryptamine with three tert-butyl groups attached, one at the 5-position, one at the alpha-carbon next to the amine, and one on the amine nitrogen atom itself. A last comment. Remember that many drugs have code names all their own and none of the above lettering applies. Examples are such as LSD, AL-LAD, pyr-T and even T itself. [ Back] [Main Index] [Forward ] HTML and Design by Bo & Erowid Used by Erowid with permission of author [Plants & Drugs] [Mind & Spirit] [Freedom & Law] [Arts & Sciences] [Library] [Search] [About] http://www.erowid.org/library/books_online/tihkal/tihkal02.shtml (4 èç 4) [26.12.02 19:51:58] Erowid Online Texts : TiHKAL #3. DET #3. DET TRYPTAMINE, N,N-DIETHYL; INDOLE, 3-[2-(DIETHYLAMINO)ETHYL]; N,N- DIETHYLTRYPTAMINE; 3-[2-(DIETHYLAMINO)ETHYL]INDOLE; T-9 SYNTHESIS: (from indole) To a well stirred solution of 10 g indole in 150 mL anhydrous Et2O there was added, dropwise over the course of 30 min, a solution of 11 g oxalyl chloride in 150 mL anhydrous Et2O. Stirring was continued for an additional 15 min during which time there was the separation of indol-3-ylglyoxyl chloride. This intermediate was removed by filtration and used [3D .jpg image] directly in the following step. This was added to 20 mL [3D .mol structure] anhydrous diethylamine. There was then added an excess of 2N HCl, the mixture cooled, and the resulting solids removed by filtration. These were recrystallized from MeOH to give, after air drying, 19.4 g indol-3-yl N,N-diethylglyoxylamide with a mp of 175-177 °C. A solution of 19 g indol-3-yl N,N-diethylglyoxylamide in 350 mL anhydrous dioxane was added, slowly, to 19 g LAH in 350 mL dioxane which was well stirred and held at reflux temperature under an inert atmosphere. After the addition was complete, reflux was maintained for an additional 16 h, the reaction mixture cooled, and the excess hydride destroyed by the cautious addition of wet dioxane. The formed solids were removed by filtration, washed with hot dioxane, the filtrate and washings combined, dried over anhydrous MgSO4, and the solvent removed under vacuum. The residue was dissolved in anhydrous Et2O and saturated with anhydrous hydrogen chloride. There were formed crystals which were recrystallized from benzene/methanol to give a yield of 14.7 g (75%) of N,N-diethyltryptamine hydrochloride (DET) with mp of 170-171 °C. (from tryptamine) To a solution of 1.6 g tryptamine base in 20 mL isopropanol, there was added 5.5 mL diisopropylethylamine and 2.3 mL ethyl bromide. After stirring at room temperature for 36 h the volatiles were removed under vacuum on the rotary evaporator and the light brown residue (5.17 g) was treated with 5 mL of acetic anhydride and heated in the steam bath for 5 min. After coming to room temperature, 3.5 mL ammonium hydroxide was added, and the exothermic reaction was allowed to return to room temperature. The reaction mixture was http://www.erowid.org/library/books_online/tihkal/tihkal03.shtml (1 èç 7) [26.12.02 19:52:00] Erowid Online Texts : TiHKAL #3. DET suspended in 150 mL 0.5 N H2SO4, and washed with 3x40 mL CH2Cl2. The pooled washes were again extracted with 150 mL 0.5 N H2SO4 and the aqueous phases again washed with CH2Cl2. The aqueous phases were combined, made basic with 6 N NaOH, and then extracted with 3x40 mL CH2Cl2. The pooled extracts were stripped of solvent under vacuum, and the residue (1.49 g of a dark oil with a sharp smell) was distilled at the KugelRohr. The product, N,N-diethyltryptamine, distilled at 175-185 °C at 0.05 mm/Hg to yield a white oil weighing 1.02 g, which spontaneously crystallized. This product was dissolved in 20 mL boiling hexane, cooled to room temperature, and seeded. There was thus obtained 0.72 g of a white waxy crystalline material melting at 84-87 °C. IR (in cm-1): 741, 804, 970, 1018, 1067, 1090 and 1120. MS (in m/z): C5H12N+ 86 (100%); indolemethylene+ 130 (6%); parent ion 206 (1%). The hydrochloride salt (crystallizing spontaneously from an IPA solution of the base treated with a few drops of concentrated HCl) had a mp 169-171 °C, and the following fingerprint: IR (in cm- 1): 717 (br.), 759, 847, 968, 1017, 1110. This salt appears to be unstable, darkening with time. DOSAGE : 50-100 mg, orally DURATION : 2 - 4 hrs QUALITATIVE COMMENTS : (with 44 mg, orally) "I was in a public place, and might have had to interact with someone at any moment, which probably accounted for a grim paranoia and wish to retreat. I had my full effect in just over an hour, with almost no visual or physical properties, but a crashing fear of interacting. I had to retreat to a private place to read and appear deeply involved, but in another hour I found it an increasingly easy task to pretend to be normal. I carried it off, OK. Good sleep, no residues." (with 75 mg, orally) "Onset seemed to be at 40 minutes, which were mostly physical symptoms, which seemed to fade away at 1.25 hours. All in all, an absolutely profound, enriching experience with both Brahms (G-minor piano quartet) and Verdi (requiem) contributing mightily. All over in 3.5 - 4.5 hours and a delightful afterglow." (with 150 mg, orally) "There was a slow onset. It was more than an hour before something started, which I didn't believe at first but which became completely undeniable. I was heading toward an appointment, and walked right past the meeting place. I was unable to concentrate on just where I was and where I was hoping to go. With enormous effort I located my appointment coordinates but the sidewalk was doing funny things and I again managed to miss my target. I sat down to try to manage things, but I couldn't." (with 150 mg, orally) "The effects were manifestly notable in 50-60 minutes, quite intense from hour one to hour three. Then there is an hour when trailing is still perceptible. By hour five it is all over. There appeared to be 'vegetative effects' as they used to say. I definitely noted sweating of hands and feet. There was a hollowness in the chest. There was an insignificant presser response, but pronounced tachycardia, with my normal resting pulse in the 60's going http://www.erowid.org/library/books_online/tihkal/tihkal03.shtml (2 èç 7) [26.12.02 19:52:00] Erowid Online Texts : TiHKAL #3. DET up above 100 for a while. I think that 150 milligrams is a little too much." (with 400 mg, orally) "Too much." (with 40 mg, smoking) "I have found that ten milligrams of DET is the size of a match head, so I smoked four of them. The taste of the stuff is terrible -- it smells like burning plastic -- but I don't care. The onset was gentle, in about five minutes, euphoric and empathogenic, and there was an immediate camaraderie with the group I was with (they were using between twenty and forty milligrams apiece). I found myself stroking a calico cat, and asked a friend, 'Do people purr?' and was told, 'Sure, if you know how to listen.' We began scratching one anothers backs, and made vaguely purring noises." (with 90 mg, smoking) "This was with 3x30 milligrams, at ten minute intervals. It took almost too much concentration for the last toke. Too stoned. Some emotional insights, but I can't remember them to write them. Fine muscular tremor. Some hangover the next day, lassitude, fine edge of thought was blunted." (with 40 mg, subcutaneously) "There was a slight burning and a numbness of both the hands and feet some twenty minutes. A few minutes later I felt an alcohol-like intoxication and a slight drifting of thoughts. Music was slightly enhanced and eyes-closed patterning was noted, with a predominance of greens and oranges. No music, no patterns. The effects peaked at 30 minutes, but the numbness I felt lasted up to three hours. Overall, this was somewhat disappointing." (with 60 mg, intramuscularly) "The yellow walls with many windows in them, massing over one another, appeared in increased intensity, had an air of medieval mood about them. The ornaments, painted white, on the roof and eaves had a particularly strong decorative effect. A test subject, without a painter's fantasy, must certainly be greatly impressed by this depth and colorfulness. I felt as I did when I began to learn painting, when I tried to look at things consciously with a painter's eye. I felt that the drug acted on fantasy, in the first place, increasing its dynamism. On a subject with normal mind, this experience will certainly have an astonishing and marvelous effect. An artist with creative mind and fantasy will be less impressed." (with 60 mg, intramuscularly) "About 15 minutes after the injection came the same vegetative symptoms seen with DMT. The illusions and hallucinations were the same. But the alteration of the surrounding world and the emotional reaction to them were strong and impressive. The mask-like faces of the persons, the dream-like mysteriousness of the objects in the room gave me the feeling that I had arrived in another world, entirely different and queer and full of secrecy and mystery. The wonderful but strange world attracted me at one moment, but the next moment I did not want to accept it. I became perplexed; I did not know what I ought to do. I began to walk anxiously up and down, and said, 'I ought to do something, I must!' There was a http://www.erowid.org/library/books_online/tihkal/tihkal03.shtml (3 èç 7) [26.12.02 19:52:00] Erowid Online Texts : TiHKAL #3. DET peculiar double orientation in space and time: I knew where I was, but I was inclined to accept this strange world as a reality, too. The dusk of the room was lightened for some minutes, and again the light was switched off, and that seemed to me as if this period might be an entire epoch, filled with events and happenings, but at the same time I knew that only several minutes had passed." (with 60 mg, intramuscularly) "The vertigo is gone -- now comes the attraction. I have the honor of seeing the elements of the universe in this moment. As if I saw algae, flagellates under the microscope, in black and white. Now I see some colours, too. As if I saw a shell, the rainbow colours are disintegrating rapidly. One's consciousness becomes air-like. From the neck upward I am feeling a shapeless lightness. If we could inoculate this into all men, human inter- relations would undoubtedly improve greatly." (with 60 mg, intravenously) "I was looking out of the window. I was seeing the leaves of a tree, the color of the grass, people walking to and fro utterly without thinking, like a small child staring at things. I felt as if I were discovering the world anew." (with 60 mg, intravenously) "The objects opened up their essence to me, I was feeling as if I knew them as they really are, I live in them and was in direct contact with them. I felt an enormous drive to write, to put down the marvelous feelings. The associations came spontaneously, but I was unable to concentrate in a way required for working. Anyway, I did not want to miss one moment of the visions." EXTENSIONS AND COMMENTARY: I have to bear the responsibility for much of the mythology that maintains that DET is only active by some parenteral route. All of the published human studies that explicitly mentioned dose and dosage, involved intramuscular administrations. Most of the people with whom I had private conversations about this material had evaluated it through the smoking route. It was only recently that I began to hear of oral trials. I had assumed that it was inactive orally, and hsd said so in a number of reviews that I hsd published over the years. As they say in Latin, mea culpa. There was one mention of oral activity that had been made, in one table written by Steve Szara, in 1969, presented at a meeting that we both participated in, at Irvine, California. I gave the opening overview, and deferred tryptamine questions to Steve, later, in his talk. And in this talk, he presented a Table that referred to DET as being active at a dose of 60 mg, i.m. or p.o. This is the Latin for per os, and means that it was orally active, but he had never mentioned it explicitly to me, and I had never asked. Some 25 years later, we met again and rehashed old times, and at this meeting I gave yet another review paper with the parenteral restriction on DET activity, and he never mentioned anything. And yet, the damned thing is indeed orally active, and since I have said otherwise in publications, I accept the responsibility for the error. Apparently the MAO systems do not chomp up the dialkylamines higher than methyl. Certainly the dipropyl and the diisopropyl are active by mouth, and so is the diethyl. Several clinical studies were conducted in the late 1950's and early 1960's. They employed the oppresive research environment that was considered scientific at that time, and there were variable results. One study involved ten http://www.erowid.org/library/books_online/tihkal/tihkal03.shtml (4 èç 7) [26.12.02 19:52:00] 
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